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TRADEMARK CLASSES 

Skill enhancement classes offer individually tailored training for the beginner, intermediate and advanced 

player. Specialized classes provide top notch training in various technical aspects of soccer. Players also learn 

how to turn these skills into effective actions on the field. 

SPECIAL SKILL ENHANCEMENT TRAINING 

Integrated into a repeating, continuous, and progressive year-long training program. 60 minute sessions in 

groups of 5 players. 

Program duration: 10 weeks/10 sessions  

Cost: $35.00 per session per player / $350 for 10 sessions 

• 10 class minimum requirement

• Members of NPC receive a discount for each 10-session program.

Listed below is a table outlining the types of training that is provided during these specialized sessions: 

DRIBBLING JUGGLING PASSING HEADING SHOOTING 

- Foundation 

- 3 Types 

* Simple moves

* Complex moves

* Creativity

- Simple/Complex 

- Combinations 

- 5 Characteristics: 

* Agility

* Coordination

* Flexibility

* Control

* Balance

- Foot Positioning  

- Body Positioning 

- First Touch 

- Ball Contact 

- Release/Follow  

Through   

- Pass and Move 

- Balance  

- Technical Aspects 

- Power 

- Upper Body vs. 

Finishing 

- 5 Steps 

Breakdown 

- Technique 

- Dead Balls vs. 

Moving Balls   

- Finishing 

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDELINES 

NPC Soccer adheres to the following instructional guidelines: 

INTRODUCTION - LAST STAGE OF MICRO SOCCER 

Age: 5-7 or pre-stage. One practice per week and mini-camps using fun games to teach coordination and 

basic skills. 

BEGINNER 
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Age: 7-9. First stage of developmental skills. Two practices a week and full day camps, designed to teach 

basic and complex skills, and provide knowledge of the game. 

INTERMEDIATE PLAYER 

Age: 9-11. Second stage of developmental skills. Two - three practices per week, one very tactical, allowing a 

focus on more complex skills, and emphasizing tactical aspects of the game. 

ADVANCED PLAYER 

Age: 11-13. Third stage of developmental skills and first stage of ball mastery. Three practices per week 

teaching only complex skills; focusing on the technical, tactical, and physical parts of the game. 

ELITE I 

Age: 13-15. Final stage of developmental skills, second stage of ball mastery, First stage of team tactics. 

Three to four practices per week and camps are obligatory. Everything is done at a very intense level, 

combining the technical, tactical, and physical aspects of the game. 

ELITE II 

Age 15-17. Final stage of ball mastery and second stage of team tactics. Considered the professional level of 

soccer. Players learn to understand the concept of the game through a system of play based on tactical 

philosophy put together by the coach or an academy system. 
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